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Abstract
Environment pollution related to pesticides has been confirmed by the scientific community for a long time, but
the available information on the impact of this phenomenon on human health and the ecosystem are still
insufficient. Contamination of the environment can occur through various pathways, ground deposits during the
application of pesticides to crops are one of those pathways. The retention rate of sprayed droplets is an
important factor both for the efficacy of the phytosanitary treatment and the quantities of lost pesticides on the
ground. This paper presents an overview of factors that affect spray droplet behavior, involved process in
sprayed drop fate and the mainly techniques for measuring pesticide deposits to the ground and plant retention.
We present studies that have focused on pesticide retention and soil deposition during crop spraying in relation to
sprayer equipment, used formulation and climatic factors. Plant retention and pesticide deposits during spray is a
complex problem depending mainly on physical sprayer parameters, climatic conditions, spray properties and
chemical formulation. By illustrating the large variety of analytical methods during the recently years, it aims to
explain that it is always possible to assess the impact of pesticides in all compartments of the environment. The
use of concerned molecules and natural collectors is the safest to evaluate the real situation, but the use of tracers
and artificial targets is both very reported and safety for the environment.
Keywords: pesticide application, plant retention, soil deposits, measuring, environmental factors
1. Introduction
Pesticides are used in plant protection to improve agricultural production and to produce a good yield. The poor
efficiency of the spraying process leads to economic losses, environmental contamination, reducing in biological
efficacy of the applied pesticide. Public authorities’ preoccupation with those problems has increased
significantly during the last few years, particularly in relation to both health and environmental risks. One of the
main causes of this problem could be the pollution of the environment by transferring polluting agents from
crop-growing areas to natural resources, via different pathways. The maximization of the spray retention on
plants and the reducing of the off-target losses is one of the key remedies for both preserving the environment
and improving the effectiveness of plant protection. During spraying, the small droplets are not retained by the
plant and are drifted by the air. Large droplets, also, cannot adhere to the leaf, because they runoff from the
surface after bouncing or shattering and are retained by lower leaves surface or will deposit on the soil (Cox &
al., 2000).
Bahrouni (2010) showed that in winter wheat, in the Tunisian context, soil deposition of pesticide under plants,
vary from 46 to 92% of the sprayer rate (for details, see Table 1), while the retention is only 5 to 29%.
Graham-Bryce (1977) found that retention rate, in% of the dose/ha, was only 0.03% for the “Dimethoat” on the
bean and 2.9% when applying “Disulfaton” on wheat. According to Gyldenkaerne et al. (1999), depending on
the growth stage of BBCH (Note 1), soil deposition of pesticide in spring barley can reach 84.8% of volume / ha.
On cereals, BBCH Stage 10-19, Becker et al. (1999) estimated the retention at 25% of the applied dose. Under
the same conditions, the soil deposition was evaluated by FOCUS (2002) at 75%. In Olufsdotter and Streibig
(1997), soil deposition during weed control and fungal treatment of winter wheat, with a vegetative cover of
20-40%, was 62 to 81% of the dose.
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All these results confirm that the losses of pesticides on the ground are always high while the retention on the
plants remains low.
Table 1. Pesticides deposits and plant retention (% of applied) under laboratory conditions for a forward speed of
7 km/hour, a temperature of 15 ° and a relative humidity of 65% (Bahrouni, 2010)
Nozzle

Pressure
(bar)

Volume Median
Diameter VMD
(µm)

4

127

2

144

4

162

2

210

4

234

2

322

Albuz, Flat-fan 11002

Albuz, Flat-fan 11003

Albuz, Flat-fan 11006

Nozzles height
(m)

Soil deposits
(%)

Plant retention
(%)

Volatilisation
(%)

0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8

59
46
67
65
71
66
76
76
86
84
92
90

29
28
22
20
21
20
18
15
9
8
5
5

12
26
11
15
8
14
7
9
5
8
2
5

This article is a review of measurement techniques and simulation studies that had been conducted over years to
characterize spray droplet pattern to reach the target and to maximize the efficiency of spray crop protection. We
will present studies that have focused on pesticide retention and soil deposition during crop spraying in relation
to sprayer equipment, used formulation and climatic factors. First, the state of the art related to factors that are
involved in spray droplets fate, such as spray equipment, physical and chemical formulation properties, climatic
factors and leaves surface characteristics, is presented. Next, the process involved in spray droplet deposit and
retention is discussed. Finally, the methods to evaluate plant retention and pesticides losses to soil, both by
simulation using tracer and by direct pesticides measurement, including sampling technics and collectors, are
described.
2. Involved Factors in Spray Droplet Deposition in the Soil and Their Retention on Plants
The high spray retention on the target leaves is a solution to achieve better result in more uptake by the plants
and less pesticide wasted into the environment. On the other hand, the biological efficacy of the pesticide is
depending of the active ingredients which is influenced by the behavior of the droplet on the leaves surface. This
means that the droplet size spectrum of a spray application is an important factor affecting the efficiency and the
deposition of the spray application. It strongly determines the drop behavior on plant and their fate. That’s why,
the British Crop Protection Council (BCPC) and American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) have
classified agricultural sprays based on droplet size. Thus, several studies have been carried out by the scientific
community around the world to study parameters affecting retention on plants and deposits on the ground which
are strongly resulting from the droplet properties. Droplets pesticide emission during application is controlled by
many factors such as physical equipment parameters, climatic conditions, physiochemical properties of the
formulation and target surface properties. But they can be divided into two mainly categories: technical and
environmental factors. According to Teske et al. (2002), the parameters affecting the deposition of the droplets
are spray pressure, liquid flow rate, air velocity and shear across the atomizer, spray physical properties
(viscosity, specific gravity and surface tension) and atmospheric conditions. Wilson et al. (2003) added drop
velocity and diameter resulting from equipment parameters (forward speed, nozzle, rate, pressure, etc.), spray
formulation properties (dynamic surface tension, dynamic viscosity, etc.) and target surface characteristics (leaf
angle, hydrophobicity, growth stage, etc.). Recently, Massinon and Lebeau, (2013) found that the parameters
affecting spray deposition are nozzle type and size, the volume applied per hectare, the formulation, the used
surfactant, the plant architecture, the leaf surface, the leaf orientation, the contact angle, the wettability and the
surface tension. Hewitt et al. (2001) studied the effect of liquid properties and nozzle design on drift potential,
and they confirmed that adjuvant has a direct effect on the break-up of spray through nozzle type, droplet size
distribution and drift potential. Wolf et al. (2004) demonstrated that the air induction nozzles provide a coarse
spray that increased deposition on vertical and horizontal artificial targets like cereal canopy, also the increasing
spray angle between double nozzles increased spray deposits on vertical artificial targets. Nuyttens et al. (2007b)
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confirmedd that the ideal nozzle preessure combinnation will maximize sprayy efficiency ffor depositing and
transferrinng a lethal dosee to the target, while minimizzing off-targett losses such ass spray drift annd user exposu
ure.
In an earliier study, Furm
midge (1962) recognized thhe importance of plant propperties in runooff phenomeno
on of
droplets onn leaf surface of the vegetatiion. Forster et al. (2005), Mercer et al. (20007) found thaat droplets behavior
on the plannt is strongly affected
a
by thee roughness annd the inclinatiion angle of thhe leaf. This is determined by
y two
factors: thee leaf area index (LAI) and tthe leaf cuticlee wax, which vvary from plantt growth and pplant canopy.
2.1 Dropleet Properties
The amounnt of surfactannt added in thee formulation of pesticide iss an important factor improvving the efficacy of
the coveraage on leaves plant
p
depending on the hydroophobicity andd wettability off the leaf surfaace (De Ruiter et al.,
1990). Auuthors tested the
t efficacy oof surfactant w
with the fluorrescent tracer with low-tem
mperature scan
nning
electron m
microscopy techhnique to investigate the inflluence of leaf ssurface microsstructure on rettention of drop
plets.
The dynam
mic surface teension of pestticide is depennding on the surfactant addded to the soluution or the liquid
proprietiess on retention. It can improvve pesticide appplication efficciency and effeectiveness but the quantifica
ations
of the accuuracy amount of adjuvant aadded in the foormulation rem
main studied case. Xu et al. (2011) determ
mined
the dropleet spread and evaporation
e
off single dropleets released frrom a micro syyringe to waxxy and hairy le
eaves
with differrent spray form
mulations of addjuvant concenntration. They proved that thhe formulationn has a considerable
impact on the homogeneeity of spray cooverage on hyddrophobic leaff surfaces to reeduce pesticidee use by farmer and
decrease thhe risk of conttamination of tthe environmeent. The formuulations and thee adjuvants muust be optimized to
maximize spray droplet retention
r
by leeaves (Massinoon & Lebeau, 22013).
Forster et al. (2012) reported that thhe internationaal requirementts recommendd the use of spray droplets with
r
the riskk of a drift duuring spray appplications. Thhe small driftinng droplets wiill be
diameter > 150 µm to reduce
retained iff they are intercepted by thee target and laarger droplets travelling at hhigher velocitiies, may bounce or
shatter on interception, leading to low retention vvolume at the surface. Figurre 1a illustrattes the bounce
e and
shatter preedictions for water
w
droplets ((surface tensionn = 72 mN/m)) ranging in sizze and impact vvelocity, impacting
a very diffficult to wet plant species.

meter (μm) plottted against drooplet velocity (m/s) to illustrrate the predicted bounce (so
olid
Figure 1. Droplet diam
line)) and shatter (ddashed line) linnes for spray ddroplets contaiining water (722 mN/m), impaacting a very
diffi
ficult-to-wet sppecies (Forster et al., 2012)
Hoffmann andd Hewitt (20055) used DV0.55 (the mediann droplet diameter),
To describbe the droplet distribution, H
DV0.1 andd DV0.9 (Note 2). DV0.1 iss often used too estimate the portion of drroplets that cann be transferre
ed by
drift. The relative spann factor (RSF) measures thhe width of thhe droplet spectra around the DV0.5 an
nd is
calculated using the folloowing equationn:
SF =

DV0.9 – DV0.1
DV0.5

(1)

2.2 Plant P
Properties
Accordingg to Taylor annd Shaw (1983), the cropp structure andd the leaves proprieties (ssurface, shape
e and
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orientation) are the main factors affecting the droplets distribution and reducing retention. De Ruiter et al. (1990)
explained that the most important factor affecting the deposition is the nature of the cuticular surface (crystalline
epicuticular waxes, hairs, edges, veins, roughness, hydrophobicity, etc.). Mechanisms for the wetting of leaf
surfaces by agrochemicals are reviewed in Taylor (2011). The wettability of leaves surface depends on the
hydrophobicity of the leaves structure influenced by the growth stage, the position of soybean leaves and this
potentially influences the performance, selectivity and compatibility of foliar pesticides applied. Moreover, the
adjuvants formulations can overcome the low wettability. So, the wetting of leaf surfaces has long been known to
govern retention and been the subject of numerous theoretical studies on lotus effect or superhydrophobicity. The
contact angle of the droplet decreases from being advancing to receding and the droplet will lose energy and
recoil due to surface tension. The droplet lost by drop rebound have to be limited or avoided although their
negative effects can be reduced or absent in very dense canopies (species, growth stage and surface wettability),
an optimal drop impact energy should be found to limit undesirable effects.
3. Involved Process in Spray Droplet Deposition in the Soil and Their Retention on Plants
Many researchers developed mathematical models to describe droplet impact on leaf surfaces to understand
spray crop retention process (Becker et al., 1999; Forster et al., 2005; Gyldenkaerne et al., 1999; Olufsdotter &
Streibig, 1997; Cox et al., 2000). New parameters have been added to the spray droplet adhesion model
developed by Forster et al. (2005) and improved by Nairn et al. (2013) to a process-driven spray retention model
including leaves hairs parameters. Another model was established by Massinon et al. (2017) and the outcomes as
computed from logistic regression models related to the Weber number define the destiny of the droplet when
reaching a surface. Forster et al. (2012) determine the destiny of a droplet in four patterns: deposition, retention,
uptake and translocation.
When the droplet impinges on plants, they experience different behaviors associated with impact, rebound,
splash, slide, retention, evaporation, adsorption on the target surfaces (Jia & Zhu, 2015). The three outcomes of
the droplet impacting a leaves surface are potentially adhesion, rebound or shatter, depending on the kinetic
energy of the released droplet from the nozzle determined by the mass and the velocity (Boukhalfa et al., 2014).
Authors concluded that for an optimal spray retention, the droplets that impact the plant surface must remain on
the plant and the volume percentage of adhering droplets will be maximized. The rebound and shatter could also
contribute to final retention (Zwertvaegher et al., 2014).
The volumetric proportions of adhesion on first impact alone are not enough to accurately predict retention and
the method needs improvement to measure other variables, such as diameter, velocity and reflection angle from
rebounding and secondary droplets, needed to improve retention models (Zwertvaegher et al., 2014).
Maximizing pesticide application efficiency requires therefore good control of droplet size and velocity
distributions. Mechanisms for the adhesion, retention, to bouncing and splashing of the spray droplet on leaf
surfaces and the different droplet regime (Wenzel sticking, Cassie and Baxter wetting regime, etc.) are reviewed
by Boukhalfa et al. (2014).
The Weber number is an important factor leading to a modification on the impact of the droplet to the target
surface. The Weber number (We) is defined as the dimensionless ratio between droplet kinetic energy in the
normal direction to the surface and its surface energy:
We =

 Vn 2 D


(2)

where ρ is the liquid density, Vn is the normal droplet velocity to the impacted surface, D is the droplet diameter
and σ is the formulation equilibrium surface tension (Zwertvaegher et al., 2014).
If the losses energy is low enough, the droplet will bounce or rebound of the leaf, but if the energy is great, the
droplet adheres. If the losses are too great then insufficient energy remains for rebound and the droplet adheres
(Forster & al., 2012). If a droplet hits the surface with high energy on the surface tension of the leave can’t
maintain it, the drop can shatter into finer droplets (Mercer et al., 2007). The droplet reaches its maximum spread
when the kinetic energy is converted to potential energy.
4. Techniques for Measuring Pesticide Deposits to the Ground and Plant Retention
Several methods can be found in the literature for the measurements of pesticide deposits. They rely either on the
use of a tracer or in direct measurement of the used pesticides. This last solution is not usually elected because of
the impact of the pesticide and the cost of the analyzes which is usually made through GC/MS. On the contrary,
tracer or dyes are commonly used by researchers.
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4.1 Tracers
They are early used to simulate spray drop pesticide comportment in filed and in laboratory studies. A good
tracer must be easily and highly recovered from both artificial and natural targets. The ideal tracer is a substance
that can be visualized in the dry and can be recovered quantitatively from the natural or artificial surface
(Palladini et al., 2005). Many types of tracers have been used to simulate the deposition of pesticides on the
studied collectors with and without the addition of the non-ionic surfactant. The selection of the tracer to be used
must consider the following important criteria: a high sensitivity to detection, quickly quantitative in analyzes,
solubility in the spray mixture, low significant effect on sprayed droplet, can be analyzed by the equipment,
stable, nontoxic, and with a moderate cost (Yates & Akesson, 1963). The recovery of the tracer deposit rate is
assessed by comparing the amount of measured tracer to the amount of applied tracer and may be affected by
dye degradation (sun exposure), background deposits (substances with properties similar to the natural dyes
emitted by the leaves) and the process of extraction. Cerqueira et al. (2012) reported that the selection and
reliability of quantitative analyzes methods for spray deposits depend on the target nature, tracer substance, and
target-tracer interactions.
The quantitative methods to assess spray deposition of different types of tracers are colorimetry, fluorometry and
spectrometry.
4.1.1 The Fluorescent Tracers
The fluorescent tracer dyes are widely used in researches studies to evaluate the amount of droplet deposit on
and out the target area because of their very low level of detection. First uses were related by Speelman (1971)
and Barry (1978). These tracers are not analytically expensive compared to the extraction and the
chromatographic analyzes of pesticides, also the fact of being less harmful during the experiments. Palladini & al.
(2005) employed a fluorescent pigment under ultraviolet light (UV) to assess the amount deposited on leaf.
Fluorescent pigments used as tracers are not water soluble and require the addition of surfactants, which reduce
the surface tension of the solution.
The fluorescents tracers like Brilliant Sulfo Flavine (BSF), Fluorescein, Eosine, Caracid, Brilliant Flavine,
Tinopal, Pyranine, Rhodamine A, Uvitex, Uranin are analyzed by spectrofluometry (Nuyttens et al., 2007b)
The weakness of these tracers is their sensibility to the light. Most of the fluorescent dyes are sensitive to light
and photodegraded during exposition to solar radiation. Thus, it is necessary to verify the recovery and stability
of the tracer on the target collector prior to the start of the experimentation.
Cai and Stark (1997) tested several fluorescent dyes and concluded that the BSF had the better performance. It
was selected as the best tracer to replicate the comportment of pesticide during atmospheric spraying, since its
degradation is only 11% after 8 hours of exposure to sunlight. This dye was then used by several authors (see for
instance, Holterman et al., 1997; Gil & Sinfort; 2005).
Tracers have many other advantages that have been the subject of several researches. For example, Hewitt & al.
1994 showed that fluorescent dyes Rhodamine and BSF do not influence the droplet size spectra during spray
evaluation measurement. Also, Palladini et al. (2005) proved that the Brilliant Blue and Saturn Yellow mixture at
0.15% is stable under all tested conditions, not absorbed by the leaves surface and maintained the same surface
tension as that of water.
4.1.2 The Colorimetric Tracers
Some of visible dyes are also used like Tartrazine, Erythrosine, Lissamine Green and Orange, and Brilliant blue
are measured with colorimetric methods (Murray et al., 2000). For instance, Salyani and Whitney, (1988) used
colorimetry for copper detection on leaves, Forster et al. (2005) used tartrazine to measure deposits on plants.
Tartrazine was used also to assess deposition on vineyard and artificial vineyard to evaluate the efficacy of spray
equipment (Codis et al., 2013).
The dye degradation, and adsorption propriety of tracer on plant can be a problem, and generate errors in
evaluating the deposition on the plant, different experimentation of recovery must be preceded. To remedy this
anomaly, Teske et al. (2002) used pesticide Chlorpyriphos with and without florescent tracers to determine the
droplet size after impact on different types of crops leaves. In this spirit, Cerqueira et al. (2012) used a mixture of
tracer pesticide (Tebuconazole) with fluorescent dye (Rhodamine B, Brilliant blue), Metal ions (Cobox) and
Sodium chloride (Salt) to compare spray deposit on different crops with an artificial paper filter target. But
combinations between different types of mixture tracers is to be used with caution because they can decrease the
extraction coefficients below the limit and the cost of the analyzes of the ions tracers and the pesticides can be
relevant.
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4.1.3 Metal Ions
The use of metallic tracer analyzed with mass spectrometry is another possibility for the measurement of
pesticide deposits. Cerqueira et al. (2012) reported that the first metal ions used as spray tracers was the copper
as the analyte for the measurement of deposits fungicides containing metal like copper oxychloride, also Metallic
Salts, Copper Hydroxide, Metal chelates (cobalt, zinc, manganese, borium, etc.) was used. These mineral
chelates, considered as horticultural leaf fertilizers must be used in normal concentrations to not harm the plant
(Foqué et al., 2014). These metal chelates are easily available as foliar nutrients, also used as tracers and
measured spray deposition by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) or by Inductively Coupled Plasma
analyzes (ICP) coupled with Mass Spectrometry (MS) for the very low concentration (Nuyttens et al., 2004).
Braekman et al. (2009) tested many metal ions as spray tracers like Zinc, Manganese, Strontium and Copper.
They are light stable, soluble in water sand can be measured at very low concentrations in ng L-1 and perform
similarly as pesticide. The recovery of the copper analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry was evaluated
more than 99%.
The use of metal ions is complex, very expensive and need much time for analyzes.
4.2 Chemical Analyzes
The sequence steps in pesticide analyzes are matrix modification, extraction, clean-up and determination. The
sampler is first drawn through an adsorbent, then the molecule is extracted and analyzed.
To measure low concentrations highly selective, sensitive and accurate, analytical methods are needed. In recent
years, the two analyzes techniques conventionally used are Gas Chromatography (GC) and Liquid
Chromatography (LC) associated with different selective and sensitive detectors, such as Mass Spectrometry
(MS). These most often involve separation techniques that rely on a difference in behavior of the components to
be analyzed between a mobile phase and a stationary phase. Gas chromatography (GC) coupled with tandem
mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is one of the most common methods for the determination of pesticide
concentration in the environment (De Rossi et al., 2003). The components are extracted and analyzed by GC
using a detector. Most GC methods employ element-selective detectors such as electron capture detector (ECD),
nitrogen-phosphorus detector, flame photometric detector, electrolytic conductivity detector and
microwave-induced plasma-atomic emission detection (Chen et al., 1996). GC-MS/MS is a powerful tool for the
identification and quantification of pesticides in complex matrices during application and for post-application
emissions. This technique has a better sensitivity and provides much more information on the components than
in simple mass spectrometry or GC coupled with other detectors such as ionization flame (FID). It has already
been used for the quantification of pesticides in the soil (Frenich et al., 2005), in the air (Miller et al., 2000) and
in vegetables (Carabias-Martínez et al., 2007). Several investigators have studied different sampler types from
different matrices for GC/MS analyzes (Meghesan-Breja & Morar, 2012; Lozano et al., 2012). They all agree
that concentrations of analyzed components depend strongly on the sampler and on sampling conditions,
regardless of the origin of the sample.
So, besides the use of official methods, many laboratories develop and validate their own method for pesticide
residues analyzes because depending on the analytical technique chosen, different approaches for sample
treatment may be considered. Even when using the same technique, different equipment or equipment settings
can be selected, making it difficult to reach a universally accepted analytical method.
For example, Meghesan-Breja (2012), developed a fast GC-MS method for 70 pesticides identification and
quantification from soil. Carabias-Martínez et al. (2007) used a specific method to determine triazines in potato,
carrot, lettuce, bean, zucchini and orange. Another group of researchers managed to extract 29 carbamates from
dried fruits (raisin, prune and mango), spices (turmeric, masala, sage, thyme and red pepper) and from soybean
paste and soy sauce (Terada et al., 2008).
4.3 Spray Droplets Collectors
Regardless of the method of the deposition evaluation, collectors should be selected and used to recover the
deposits to be measured, whether on the ground, on the plant, in the air or in surface water.
Several types of collectors were used by scientific community, namely: natural collectors, artificial collectors,
Water Sensitive Paper (WSP), Polyethylene Collectors, etc. All those samplers can be used to evaluate deposition
from aerial or terrestrial spray application.
After spraying, deposits are recovered by washing the collectors with a given amount of water and the
concentration is later determined by analyze.
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4.3.1 Naturals Collectors
The real plant canopy can provide the information about the amount of spray deposits retained on the foliage.
The distribution and amount of product deposited on the target determines the success of phytosanitary practices
(Cerqueira et al., 2012).
Plant leaves are natural samplers that can be washed top and bottom with solvents to extract and quantify total
fluorescent tracer amounts, but individual droplet data are difficult to extract from these natural collectors
(Martin, 2014).
With this technique, the crop vegetation density is an important factor to consider. To describe it, some like as Da
Silva et al. (2002) used the Leaf Area Density (LAD) (Note 3). But the majority of researchers have relied on the
Leaf Area Index, (LAI), defined as the ratio of leaf area to the soil surface [m²/m²]. Gyldenkærne et al. (1999)
found that ground deposit is a function of several factors, among them, the canopy density which may be
expressed in LAI. To calculate the deposition at a given level (i) in the canopy, authors proposed a capture
coefficient Ki depending on that level. In the literature, the measurement of the leaf area index could be direct,
for example by using an optical planimeter (Alem et al., 2002), or indirectly by measuring the light energy
incident under the leaves with a radiometer. This method is faster than the direct one, but it is not accurate and it
requires specific hardware.
4.3.2 Artificial Collectors
The scientific community used for some time artificial collectors as replacements for natural foliage. This is
related to the fact that the recovery of sprayed tracer retained on natural plant surfaces is more difficult and more
expensive than from artificial targets. In addition, the limit of the accuracy to quantify the surface area of the
natural plant targets (Forster et al., 2014).
Cerqueira et al. (2012) conducted Lab tests to compare methods for deposits quantification using different
tracers on artificial and natural targets. They concluded that, globally, artificial targets, were more efficient in
recovering the spray deposits.
Bahrouni et al., (2010) selected small plastic carpets sizing 20 cm × 30 cm to measure ground depositions, under
wheat plants. Their efficiency was measured by comparing the amounts collected on the carpets to the amounts
measured on the same width on a patternator: it was about 80%. To trap the sprayed droplets in the air, the
authors used Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) line of 2mm diameter that was tested by Gil et al. (2007). Its efficiency
was also about 80%. To measure the amounts of deposits on weeds, the method was to cut the entire plant which
acted then as a collector. Foqué et al. (2012) used filet paper collectors (FPC) to monitor spray distribution and
penetration in the canopy by using leaf fertilizers. The FPC are used as artificial targets because of their
uniformity in size, absorpting properties and non-waxy surface. The FPC have the properties to be less
susceptible to bouncing of droplets than real leaves and they give a better indication of the efficacy of the spray
application technique to reach a certain location in a crop (Foqué et al., 2014).
The extraction coefficient is generally higher for artificial targets, except for the Brilliant Blue tracer, for filter
paper collector, lower than the limit (80%) of extraction established by (ANVISA, 2008) for validation of the
analytical methods. The use of artificial collectors for spray characterization is well known using all collector
types was useful to properly characterize the sprays and to quantify the differences between each collector type
for coverage and droplet density (Ferguson, 2016).
4.3.3 Water Sensitive Paper (WSP)
The water sensitive paper is another type of artificial collector to perform a qualitative assessment of deposits. It
is an excellent collector to test sprayer set-up, but does not gives an idea about the efficacy of the formulations,
retention and coverage proprieties on crop surface. Halley et al. (2008) used a combination of treated wheat
heads and water sensitive paper to compare various application parameters for treating wheat heads. Salyani et al.
(2013) used WSP to assess the spray distribution on crop and proof the limitations of WSP in characterizing
spray droplet distribution and deposition in field application. The small droplets are easily measured on WSP
collector than the larger droplets, higher volume rate. The measurement of droplet size spectra can be conducted
using non-intrusive laser equipment or with a variety of droplet collection and measurement systems. According
to Hoffmann and Hewitt, 2005, the WSP can be used as a method for assessing the droplet size spectra and
deposition quality for agrochemicals application. They are used also to visualize and quantify spray distribution
deposed from terrestrial or/and aerial applications. The spray droplet leaves a blue stain on the yellow surface of
WSP which coated with a layer of bromoethyl blue during treatment with water contact. The WSP are usually
employed to quality the distribution of different configurations of types of sprayers, nozzles, pressure on
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vegetation (Nuyttens et al., 2004). The WSP will turn blue under high humidity conditions more than 85%. The
blue stain created by a water droplet is larger than the actual droplet due to spreading in a leaves surface.
Therefore, a spread factor must be used to calculate the actual droplet that created a particular stain size
(Hoffmann & Hewitt, 2005). The WSP does not require a fluorescent dye tracer in the mixture and can be
analyzed by software to yield droplet data but the WSP spoil easily at high humidity and do not capture very well
small droplets less than 50 µm.
The droplet deposit on WSP can be measured with Image analyzes system software (Salyani et al., 2013). The
WSP cards droplet scan is processed with CCD camera, software program Droplet Scan and Swath Kit. The
results given by analyzing of the WSP with the three imaging systems are comparable (Fritz et al., 2009).
The droplet spectra on WSP are analyzed with specialized imaging equipment and software.
4.3.4 Polyethylene Collectors
The spray impact behaviors on superhydrophobic leaves surface can be measured on an artificial
superhydrophobic surface like in (Massinon & Lebeau, 2012). The authors employed an artificial
superhydrophobic surface composed of complete polytetrafluoro-ethylene (PTFE) coated microscope slide blade
to measure spray deposition on wheat and barley leaves. Some others used and confirmed the efficacy of many
others artificial targets like as glass slides, strings, monofilament lines, mesh screens and plastic soda straws
(Martin et al., 2014).
Forster et al. (2014) tested other artificial collectors to assess plant retention (Mylar sheet, water sensitive paper,
steel plate, a plastic Petri dish). They found that all those targets were poor indicators of adhesion and retention
on natural plant surfaces. Garcerá et al. (2012) used the white PVC sheet as artificial collectors of the spray
solution formulations tested to assess the drop retention behavior on citrus leaves due to their similarity of skins
and drop distribution pattern. This collector was also used by Codis et al. (2013) as a leaves crop of the artificial
vineyard to assess the efficacy of spray equipment used in spray protection. The two teams approved a good
recovery rate for this artificial target.
Despite these results, which favor the use of artificial collectors, Hewitt (2010) has a different opinion. He
explained that these artificial targets should not be substituted the natural plant surfaces in field trials for
assessing spray crop retention. He thought that the wettability differences between artificial targets didn’t have
been considered in many studies.
5. Conclusion
This review article shows the importance of pesticides ground deposits on the pollution of the environment and
the necessity to understand the plant retention mechanisms to limit the deposit rate. Retention efficiency of spray
droplets is a complex problem depending mainly on physical equipment parameters determining strongly the
droplet size, climatic conditions, physiochemical properties of the diluted spray formulation and surface
characteristics of the target plant. Depending on the interaction of those parameters, the possible outcomes of
droplets impacting the leaf surface are potentially adhesion, rebound or shatter. So, their fate can be retention,
slide on the soil, evaporation or adsorption on the target surface. To better understand the phenomenon,
modelling could be a suitable solution, but more efforts should be directed toward studies to characterize the
complicated interaction between spray droplets and plants considering the different involved parameters.
To directly measure pesticides deposits, through natural or artificial collectors, Gas Chromatography coupled
with tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS) is one of the most common used methods. However, because of the
danger of the active substances and the requirement of meticulous and expensive laboratory analyzes, tracer and
dyes are commonly recommended to replicate the comportment of pesticides. But in this case, it is required to
determine the efficiency factor of the combination tracer/collector and to validate the method. If the collector is
the plant leaves, it is very important to consider the Leaf Area Index. Brillant Sulfo Flavine was selected by
several researchers as the best tracer because of its performances and its adaptabilities to be used with different
types of targets.
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Notes
Note 1. Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt und Chemische Industrie: Federal Center for Biological
Research for Agriculture and Forests in Germany.
Note 2. DV10, DV50 and DV90 indicates respectively that 10%, 50% and 90% of the spray volume is composed
of drops whose diameters are smaller than this value (μm).
Note 3. Ratio of leaf area to considered vegetation volume [m-1].
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